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Greetings everyone and I sincerely 
hope that by the time you receive 
this, summer will have arrived. I 
am writing on a cold January day, 
Unbelievable!

The committee held the first 
meeting of the year on January 
18th ready, willing and able to 
support you through another year.

2016 was not a good year for Moira 
our Field Worker as she suffered 
severe back pain which hopefully 
will be a thing of the past after she 
receives surgery on January 25th.

The AGM is to be held on Sunday 
March 26th at 1:30pm followed 
by a cup of tea and guest speaker. 
The committee would like your 
support at this meeting which 
will be detailed elsewhere in this 
newsletter (Page 08).

After 3 years as President, I am 
standing down but will remain on 
the committee. I will be nominating 
Graham Walker who is currently 
the Vice President to take over the 

role of President.

IT WOULD BE IDEAL 
TO HAVE ANOTHER 

COMMITTEE MEMBER 
TO JOIN THE TEAM. 
ANY VOLUNTEERS?

There will be a morning tea on 
Wednesday Feb. 22nd from 11am 
–1pm. I understand that a later 
start is more convenient for most 
people. It will be held in our rooms 
as usual.

There were 13 at the November 
morning tea/lunch which was great. 
I will look forward to seeing more 
there next month and will bake a lot 
of goodies in preparation.

This will be advertised elsewhere in 
the newsletter.

We have a new book in the library 
which is strongly recommended 
and is reviewed elsewhere in the 
newsletter. ‘Overcoming Multiple 

Sclerosis” by Professor George 
Jelinek MD.

The evidence based 7 step recovery 
programme.

I will conclude by wishing you all a 
safe, satisfying and the best health 
possible in 2017.

Mary Needs

Presidents report
FEBRUARY 2017

DETAILS COMING SOON!

 
WATCH THIS SPACE IN FUTURE NEWSLETTERS!

 • ARTAUCTION •

THE COMMITTEE ARE PLANNING TO HOLD AN ART 
AUCTION LATER IN THE YEAR AS A MAJOR  

FUND RAISER. VOLUNTEER HELP WOULD BE APPRECIATED.



ADVERT FROM: HTTPS://WWW.COLORIBUS.COM/ADSARCHIVE/OUTDOOR/MULTIPLE-SCLEROSIS-SOCIETY-MS-SOCIETY-COMMUTER-14489605/
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An aggressive chemotherapy and stem 
cell treatment has halted the progression 
of multiple sclerosis (MS) in a small group 
of patients. This exceptionally risky 
but pioneering technique featured the 
complete but temporary destruction of 
their immune systems, as described in the 
landmark study published in The Lancet.

Twenty-four patients aged between 18 
and 50 were chosen for the procedure; 
they were originally given poor prognoses, 
meaning that their condition was having or 
going to have a severe effect later in life. 
After undergoing this medical trial, 23 of 
them are now showing no new signs of the 
disease and experienced no relapses, and 
some have recovered their mobility. The 
24th patient, sadly, died as a result of the 
procedure.

Although the treatment has its limitations, 
including its very small sample size and its 
lack of control group, medical researchers 
have hailed it as huge step forward in 
the fight against MS, which is a truly 
debilitating condition.

“I hesitate to use the c-word. A cure would 
be stopping all disease moving forward and 
repairing all damage that has occurred,” 
Dr. Mark Freedman, the Director of the 
Multiple Sclerosis Research Unit at Ottawa 
Hospital and coordinator of the study, told 
the Guardian. “As far as we can ascertain 

no new damage seems to occur beyond the 
treatment and patients don’t need to take 
any medication, so in that sense, I think it has 
induced a long-standing remission.”

MS occurs when the linings of nerve cells in 
both the brain and spinal cord are damaged 
by the body’s own malfunctioning immune 
system. A damaged central nervous 
system limits its ability to send signals to 
various parts of the body.

Although symptoms can vary, problems 
with locomotion, balance, vision, and 
processing thoughts are common. The 
condition is two to three times more 
prevalent in women than men. Treatment is 
difficult and varyingly effective depending 
on the progression of the condition and 
the immune system of the individual.

One existing method is to suppress 
the immune system using conventional 
chemotherapy, which slows down its 
destructive attack on the body’s nerve 
cells. Stem cells harvested from the bone 
marrow of the afflicted patient are then 
introduced to the patient’s bloodstream.

These so-called haematopoietic stem cells 
(HSCs) are the type to differentiate into 
all other blood cells. After purification to 
remove the ones that may trigger MS, they 
find their way through the body and into 
the bone marrow once again.

Over time, they slowly rebuild the body’s 

immune system by turning into new cells 
that are no longer programmed to destroy 
the patient’s nerve cells. Although this is 
shown to be effective, patients are shown 
to have a relapse in MS after a few years.

This treatment is almost identical to 
the new study’s trial method, but in this 
case, the immune system is completely 
annihilated. The point of doing this is to 
give the stem cells the best chance of 
rebuilding the immune system without 
any MS triggers in it. The problem, 
unfortunately, is that during this window 
of time, the patients are vulnerable to life-
threatening infections.

Indeed, this trial led to a single death of 
a patient who, during this time, suffered 
from a bacterial infection that caused 
blood poisoning, as well as severe liver 
damage. However, these patients, faced 
with a life of severe MS or a potential cure 
through an aggressive, risky treatment, 
took the groundbreaking path – and, 13 
years on, their MS hasn’t worsened in the 
slightest.

Over 2.3 million people worldwide are 
thought to suffer from MS. Although this 
treatment requires more investigation, it’s 
clear that it certainly offers one thing for 
MS patients that has been sorely lacking 
for some time: hope that, perhaps soon, 
the condition can be stopped dead in its 
tracks.

High-Risk Stem Cell Therapy Found To Halt MS

ARTICLE FROM: 
HTTP://WWW.IFLSCIENCE.COM/HEALTH-AND-MEDICINE/HIGH-RISK-STEM-CELL-THERAPY-FOUND-HALT-MULTIPLE-SCLEROSIS/ALL/



IT’S GREAT TO SEE A RANGE OF 
OPTIONS FOR GETTING ABOUT  IN 
TARANAKI ARE AVAILABLE.

Freedom Companion Driving Service.

Freedom Drivers have joined the group of Taranaki 
operators who are approved to take your Total 
Mobility vouchers. Contact the friendly Freedom 
Drivers on 06 758 0734 or 027 585 2019, or free 
phone on 0800 956 956. Bookings are essential.

St John 

St John has added a special vehicle to the existing 
health shuttle service based in Hawera For details 
and bookings contact 06 278 6249”

Driving Miss Daisy

is a nationwide companion driving service that 
provides more than simple door-to-door transport 
if you have impairments or limited mobility. Contact 
Delwyn on (06) 215 4282 or Mel on (06) 751 0209

Scooter Shop

Scooter shop offers a friendly service to all MS 
Society Members with a 10% discount on all sales 
and services including NEW mobility scooters, 
Pre-owned mobility scooters, walkers, wheelchairs, 
canes, crutches and walking sticks, daily living aids, 
All service and repairs on mobility scooters and 
other equipment, Rentals on mobility scooters and 
Road side assistance via toll free number.  
Phone 757 8432 or 754 8432 or 0508 745543 
See http://www.scootershop.co.nz/ for more details 
and remember to tell Philip you are a member of the 
MS Society to receive your 10% discount.

Having Transport Issues?

The following transport systems are available to 
members, contact Moira for more details: 
Ironside Vehicle Society - Phone 06-753 6469 
Total Mobility Scheme – Phone 0800 868 662 
Access discounted bus fares – Phone 06-759 0019

Mobility problems?
Weka 
New Zealand’s weka website is for 
the use of disabled people, (their 
families, whanau, caregivers) and health 
professionals 
www.weka.net.nz

MS New Zealand 
www.msnz.org.nz

Do you know of any websites that would be useful 
to other members?  Please let us know.

Helpful Websites

Meals 
eatunlimited.co.nz  •  fitfood.co.nz

Supermarkets with Online Shopping/
Delivery: 
shop.countdown.co.nz

Vitamins and Supplements 
www.healthpost.co.nz  • www.health2000.co.nz

Can’t get out? Food 
is available online!
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Audible maybe able to 
help you through Audio 
Books “Audible Inc. is 
a seller and producer 
of spoken audio entertainment, information, and 
educational programming on the Internet. Audible 
sells digital audiobooks, radio and TV programs, 
and audio versions of magazines and newspapers. 
Through its production arm, Audible Studios, 
Audible has also become the world’s largest 
producer of downloadable audiobooks. 
www.audible.com

MS robbed you of your 
sight but you would 
still love to read?

Do you want to catch up on MS news? Or 
do you want to share your MS Story for 
publication? The National newsletter  for 
MS ‘The Voice’ is available to download, contact and 
subscribe here: 
www.msnz.org.nz/Page.aspx?pid=330

THE VOICE
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Please contact Moira if you wish to borrow any of 
these books we currently hold in our library:

•    Exercises and MS
•    Healing MS
•    The Gift of Remission
•    Finding Harmony
•    Yoga and MS
•    MS and Having a Baby
•    Primary Progressive MS
•    Curing MS
•    When the Diagnosis is MS
•    Overlooked Causes and the Prevention of MS
•    Fly with Me
•    Facing the Cognitive Challenges of MS
•    The Brain that Changes Itself
•    Life on Wheels
•    Eat Dirt
•    The Wahls Protocol
•    Overcoming Multiple Sclerosis

MS LIBRARY

 FACEBOOK
To find out more about upcoming events, Join our 
MS Taranaki facebook page where support and 
helpful information is always shared and available: 
www.facebook.com/groups/MS.taranaki/
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Need Health Supplements?

Health 2000,
Vivian Street, New Plymouth 

10% off @

Just show your society 
membership card when 

purchasing

Saint John’s Caring Caller. 
Caring Caller is a service that 
St John provides for people 
who live alone or feel a bit 
lonely. Volunteers phone 
clients regularly to check that 
everything is o.k.  To sign 
yourself up for this service and receive a regular call 
from a Caring Caller Phone 0800 780 780

www.stjohn.org.nz/What-we-do/Community-
programmes/Caring-Caller/

Help available in the 
community

If you would like to make a donation to 
the Taranaki MS Society, just send us 
your donation by post with your name 
and address so we can send you’re a receipt - all 
donations $5 and over qualify for a tax rebate: The 
Treasurer, Taranaki MS Society, PO Box 791, New 
Plymouth 4340

The society is a registered charity under the Charities 
Act 2005 (No: CC25707)

DONATIONS
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A bequest is a gift made through your will, giving 
you the opportunity to acknowledge the worthwhile 
and ongoing work of the Taranaki Multiple Sclerosis 
Society Inc.

A bequest enables the gifting of property, an 
insurance policy, cash or other assets from your estate 
to the specified recipient.

It is so untrue that only the well off leave money 
to charities when they pass away. The reality is 
that without the gifts left in wills by people such as 
yourself, many of the charities would not survive or 
exist.

For some people, making a bequest through their 
estate is the only way they will be able to make 
a significant contribution to an organisation they 
support.

If you would like to leave a lasting legacy to the 
Taranaki Multiple Sclerosis Society Inc., please include 
a bequest to the Society in your will. 

We strongly recommend you seek legal advice from 
your solicitor when adding a bequest to your will.

There are several types of bequests:

General Bequest: A gift of a specific dollar amount

Specific Bequest: A gift of a specific asset (land, 
property, shares)

Proportional Bequest: A gift of a specified percentage 
or share of the state

Residual Bequest: A gift that directs the society to 
receive all or portion of what remains in the estate 
after gifts have been provided to family/friends and 
all debts/expenses have been paid.

SAMPLE BEQUEST

I give $………. or ………..% of my estate to the Taranaki 
Multiple Sclerosis Society Inc. to be applied for its 
general purposes.

A receipt taken by my trustees as being given on my 
behalf of that beneficiary will be a complete discharge 
to my trustees for this legacy.

By remembering the Society in your will, you can 
secure the future services provided by the Society for 
people with multiple sclerosis in your community.

Make a bequest to 
MS Taranaki

Starting a support 
group?
If you would like to start a support group (with 
a focus and date that suites you) please let Moira 
know.

please, get involved!
Please Remember: The Multiple Sclerosis 
Taranaki Society is a charity. To raise funds, we 
have to hold events. We need your support at our 
events so we can continue to support people with 
Multiple Sclerosis in our community.

HELPFULNOTES
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DATES
f o r  y o u r  d i a r y

A G M 
( A n n u a l  G e n e r a l  M e e t i n g )

SUNDAY 26 MARCH 2017

MORE DETAILS ON PAGE 08

S t r e e t 
A p p e a l 

FRIDAY 1ST SEPTEMBER 2017 

If you, or someone you know, is willing and able to 
help either at our Centre Centre table, or collecting 
on the street in any area of Taranaki, please contact 
our Treasurer by email at treasure@mstaranaki.co.nz

If you belong to, or know of a Club or organisation 
whose members may be willing to help with the 
Street Appeal, please also pass this information on to 
Jeannette at treasurer@mstaranaki.co.nz or phone  
06 758 0507. 

M S  A w a r e n e s s 
W e e k  2 0 1 7

MONDAY 28TH AUGUST  
TO SUNDAY 3RD SEPTEMBER 2017

Volunteers needed and more details to come closer 
to the time.
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AGENDA
1. Welcome and Apologies

2. Acceptance of Proxies

3. Confirmation of Minutes of AGM 2016

4. Matters Arising from Minutes of AGM 2016

5. Adoption of the President’s Report

6. Adoption of Treasurer’s Report

7. Adoption of the Annual Statement of Accounts

8. Election of Patron, President, Vice-President, 
 Secretary, Treasurer, up to 5 Committee members,  
 Society Auditor and Privacy Officer.

1. Proposed Remits: 

i. To remove Clause 6.8.

ii. To add Clause 8.10. “An employee of the Societ 
 is ineligible to become an Officer or member of 
 the Committee.” 

These changes enable an employee of the Society to be 
a member of the Society, but ineligible to hold Office or 
be a Committee Member. This aligns with the common 
practice of other Incorporated Societies and Registered 
Charities.  

MOVED THAT Clause 6.8 be removed from the 
Constitution. Clause 6.9 will become 6.8. 

Moved: M Needs, Seconded: G. Walker 

MOVED THAT Clause 8.10 be added to the Constitution 
to read “An employee of the Society is ineligible to 
become an Officer or member of the Committee.” 

Moved: M Needs, Seconded: G. Walker 

 1. Subscriptions (Annual and Life)

 2. General Business

THE AGM WILL BE  
SUNDAY 26 MARCH 2017

AT 1.30PM 
Starting with a short talk presented by Fiona Ross 
from Rampage Gym who will discuss meditation 

and exercise regimes. 
The AGM will then be at 2pm followed  

by a cup of tea.

MS MEETING ROOM 
ONUKU-TAIPARI DOMAIN 

COMMUNITY HALL 
NGAMOTU ROAD, NEW PLYMOUTH

ALL MEMBERS WELCOME

NOTICE 
OF 

ANNUAL 
GENERAL 
MEETING
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Well, what sort of a summer have 
we had so far, it has been a bit 
of a joke really though I believe 
February is the month when things 
will change. That would be typical, 
the kids are back to school and 
summer will begin.

I hope everyone had a safe and 
happy time over the festive season. 
I was given a huge surprise at 
midnight on the 14th December 
when my son, his partner and wee 
girl arrived on the doorstep. It was 
a joy to have four of my children 
and 3 out of 4 grandees here and it 
was even more wonderful that my 
mum got to see little Kalila.

We had a lovely lunch in Stratford 
before Xmas with 10 adults and 
3 children attending. There were 
some issues with the meal but 
management have assured us that 
things will be spot on next time so 
bearing that in mind we are having 
another lunch at Colonel Malones 
in Stratford on the 3rd March. 

We also had a morning tea/lunch 
at our room at the Domain on the 
16th November which was well 

attended and I am sure that all that 
everyone that came along enjoyed 
themselves. I would be nice to see 
some of the younger folk come 
along so they can get to know each 
other. We are having another of 
these gatherings in February and all 
the details are in this newsletter.

As from tomorrow, the 25th 
January, I will be off work for 4 
weeks as I am having surgery on 
my back. Although I will not be out 
doing visits as such please ring, 
and if I am not available, leave a 
message and I will get back to you 
when I am able. 

Cheers

Moira 
Paterson 

FIELD WORKERS report
FEBRUARY 2016

PRESIDENT
Mary Needs

Vice President
Graham Walker 
e: walkergj@gmail.com 
m: 027 454 3423

Secretary/
Treasurer
Jeannette Aldridge 
e: treasurer@mstaranaki.co.nz 
m: 021 0229 9506

Privacy Officer
Grant Porteous

Committee
Stewart Shaw
Grant Porteous
Loren Walker

Field Worker
Moira Paterson 
e: moitz56@yahoo.co.nz 
m: 021 985 285

Web Administrator
Rebekka 
Brandstaetter-Tritthart

Newsletter Layout
Rachael Smith
e: noz4r2@gmail.com

Newsletter EDITOR
• Position Vacant

THE CURRENT 
MS TARANAKI 
INC OFFICERS , 
COMMITTEE  
AND KEY 
SUPPORT 
FUNCTIONS
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Multiple sclerosis has been compared 
to an iceberg because 90 percent of 
the disease activity may be hiding 
under the surface and not visible to the 
naked eye. This is especially true with 
cognition and fatigue. If your energy 
levels are low or your memory becomes 
foggy, doing even simple daily chores 
and activities can be more challenging.

The key is to work smarter, not harder 
to make every day more manageable. 
Whether it is at your job or around 
your living space, maintaining your 
independence while living with MS has 
to do with managing your symptoms, 
having a plan and staying on track. If 
your memory becomes foggy or your 
fatigue is too much to bear, then you’ll 
start to feel overwhelmed. Once you 
feel overwhelmed, you get trapped in a 
cycle that is very hard to break. Avoid 
getting stuck in a negative cycle by 
following these tips for streamlining 
your daily activities so you can stay 
on a positive track without feeling 
overwhelmed.

HERE ARE FIVE TIPS TO 
KEEP YOU ON TRACK 

WITHOUT FEELING 
OVERWHELMED:

1. Acknowledge when you are feeling 
overwhelmed. This is hard, especially 

the sense of pride that comes with 
being counted on for completing tasks. 
When you start to find that things are 
no longer coming easy to you, then you 
have to admit it so that you can address 
the issue.

2. Organization is the key. If you 
are not completing tasks because 
you are having memory issues, then 
organize you living or work space so 
that everything has a place. Designate 
locations for everything from your mail 
to your wallet and keys. This will save 
you time, energy and frustration from 
searching for lost items.

3. Make a list and check it twice. Make 
to-do lists of everything that you have 
to do and cross it off as you complete 
tasks. This will give you a sense of 
accomplishment and ensure that you 
are completing everything you set out 
to do. Also, if you are having a hard time 
recalling whether or not you completed 
a task, refer to the list.

4. Set realistic expectations for 
yourself. Complete urgent and most 
important tasks first and then the 
others when you are capable. You may 
not have energy to clean the entire 
house but could clean a couple of 
rooms at a time. Always allow yourself 
to rest when needed and give yourself 
permission to leave the list unfinished. 

Be flexible and accept your limits. Allow 
yourself time to recuperate when you 
have participated in a draining activity.

5. Don’t be afraid to ask for help. 
The three hardest words are: I need 
help. Whether you live with someone 
who can help or need assistance from 
outside of the house, you’ll find that 
once you ask, someone will be happy to 
help you. Because the symptoms of MS 
are not always visible, asking for help 
allows you to have a conversation about 
what you are going through with friends 
and loved ones.

Getting on track and staying on track is 
a key to maintaining your independence 
with MS. Managing your symptoms 
with complementary strategies – such 
as keeping a list – will ensure you 
stay on task. Acknowledging these 
deficits, staying organized and setting 
proper expectations will also help you 
accomplish everyday tasks without 
wearing yourself out.

Don’t be afraid to ask for help. Do not 
wait until all else fails. You don’t want 
to end up overwhelmed or stressed 
when someone could have helped you 
avoid it. Following these strategies 
will keep you on task and streamline 
your daily activities to help you feel a 
sense of accomplishment despite the 
challenges of MS.

Streamline Your Daily Activities with MS

ARTICLE FROM: HTTP://MATTCAVALLO.COM/BLOG/STREAMLINE/
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I was diagnosed with relapsing 
remitting MS over 10 years ago. At 
the time I was very ill and spent a 
period of time at Waikato Hospital. 
Fortunately I was in the care of an 
excellent neurologist Chris Lynch.

A very good friend had been 
mistakenly diagnosed with MS a 
few years previously and he had 
researched MS thoroughly. He 
kindly passed all of his findings on 
to me. He had heard of the work of 
Professor George Jelinek who was 
the first Professor of Emergency 
Medicine in Australia and gave 
me his book to read; “Overcoming 
Multiple Sclerosis”. I found it 
life-changing. George had been 
diagnosed with MS and “through 
an exhaustive, evidence-based 
analysis of medical research he 
reached the surprising conclusion 
that MS is a disease largely 
determined by lifestyle factors. Has 
demonstrated that people MS who 
modify their diet, exercise habits 
and other aspects of lifestyle will 
stabilize the illness and potentially 
recover” 

I was unable to change my diagnosis 
but I could certainly change my 
lifestyle and with the support of my 
family, these changes have been 
relatively easy to implement. The 
key components of the lifestyle 
changes Jelinek proposes are a 
saturated fat-free vegan diet, 
regular exercise, meditation, taking 

a Vitamin D supplement /or having 
regular sun exposure and Omega 3.

I am well and have not relapsed. 
I live a very happy and relatively 
active life. I am not completely 
symptom free or without some 
minor disability but am very 
optimistic about my future and 
feel I have taken control.  I could 
summarise the programme here 
but if you read the book you can 
get an understanding of the science 
and philosophy first! George 
also has an excellent website; 
www.overcomingms.com.

THE BOOK IS 
‘OVERCOMING MULTIPLE 

SCLEROSIS - AN 
EVIDENCE-BASED GUIDE 

TO RECOVERY’ BY 
PROFESSOR GEORGE 

JELINEK.
Through the support of a sponsor 
the books are free when ordered 
from his website with the minor 
cost of postage. If you ever get a 
chance George runs regular retreats 
at the Gawler institute in Australia 
and occasional retreats in NZ. I was 
fortunate to enough to attend one 
of these in the early stages after 
my diagnosis. It reinforced all I had 
read and made implementation of 
his book so much easier.

a personal journey in overcoming MS
AN ARTICLE FROM GRANT PORTEOUS OF TARANAKI

~  OBITUARY: Ben Mckenzie   ~
Some of you will remember Ben Mckenzie, a long-term member of MS Taranaki who died recently  

at the grand age of 96 years. 

Back in the 1980’s Ben cared for his wife Barbara who had MS. He became a committee member, then President 
and finally was appointed Patron, a position he held for several years until 2014 when he required full time nursing 
care and was admitted to Rhapsody Lifecare. Despite being physically limited, Ben was very alert mentally and he 
enjoyed reading the newsletter and my occasional visits. He was greatly supported by his family who will miss this 

special man in their lives.
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WEDNESDAY 22ND FEBRUARY 2017  
AT 11AM - 1PM

MS MEETING ROOM 
ONUKU-TAIPARI DOMAIN COMMUNITY HALL 

NGAMOTU ROAD, NEW PLYMOUTH

 MORNINGTEA 
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DISCLAIMER: The views and opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the Taranaki 
Multiple Sclerosis Society. The Taranaki Multiple Sclerosis Society accepts no responsibility for accuracy of information contained within 
this newsletter. 
The Taranaki Multiple Sclerosis Society ‘My News’ is strictly a newsletter about the disease. It does not provide medical advice, diagnosis, or 
treatment. This content is not intended to be a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. Always seek the advice of your 
physician or other qualified health provider with any questions you may have regarding a medical condition. Never disregard professional medical 
advice or delay in seeking it because of something you have read. 
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